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Saturation voltage is designed for general purpose

BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40
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General Purpose Transistors

NPN Silicon NPN SMD Transistor PARAMETER

Collector emitter breakdown voltage Collector emitter
breakdown voltage Emitter base breakdown voltage

BC807 BC808 I 800 mA V 30 50 V SMD General Purpose
April 10th, 2019

Recommended complementary NPN transistors Empfohlene komplementäre NPN Transistoren BC807 16 5A or 5CR BC807 25 5B or 5CS BC807 40 5C or 5CT BC808 16 5E or 5CR BC808 25 5F or 5CS BC808 40 5G or 5CT BC817 BC818

Maximum ratings 2 Grenzwerte 2 BC807 BC808 Collector Emitter volt — Kollektor Emitter Spannung E B short
Transistor Bc817  Transistor Bc817 Suppliers and April 14th, 2019 - Alibaba com offers 519 transistor bc817 products About 27 of these are transistors A wide variety of transistor bc817 options are available to you such as bipolar junction transistor tetrode transistor and triode transistor

BC817 25 Datasheet PDF Alldatasheet April 28th, 2019 - BC817 25 NPN general purpose transistor Transys Electronics
BC817 25 NPN SURFACE MOUNT SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTOR Siemens Semiconductor G BC817 25 NPN Silicon AF Transistors Diodes Incorporated BC817 25 NPN SURFACE MOUNT SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTOR KEC Korea Electronics BC817 25 EPITAXAIL PLANAR NPN TRANSISTOR for General Purpose

BC817 25 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
April 28th, 2019 - BC817 25 NPN general purpose transistor in a small SOT23 TO 236AB Surface Mounted Device SMD plastic package

Table 1 Product overview Type
BC817 40W 45 V 0 5 A General Purpose NPN Transistor

April 29th, 2019 — BC817?40W

D BC817 40W 45 V 0 5 A General Purpose NPN Transistor

ON Semiconductor’s BC817?40W is a General Purpose NPN Transistor that is housed in the SC?70 SOT?323 package

Features • NSV Prefix for Automotive and Other Applications Requiring Unique Site and Control Change Requirements AEC?Q101
Qualified and PPAP Capable

Popular Bc817 Npn Buy Cheap Bc817 Npn lots from China April 18th, 2019 – 2018 Online shopping for popular amp hot Bc817 Npn from Electronic Components amp Supplies Transistors Consumer Electronics Home Improvement and more related Bc817 Npn like mosfet smd bss138 transistor 5v step up Discover over 130 of the best Selection Bc817 Npn on Aliexpress com Besides various selected Bc817 Npn brands are prepared for you
to choose

SMD SMT SOT 23 3 NPN 1 A Bipolar Transistors BJT

April 18th, 2019 - SMD SMT SOT 23 3 NPN 1 A Bipolar Transistors BJT are available at

Mouser Electronics Mouser offers inventory pricing amp datasheets for SMD SMT SOT 23 3
BC817 datasheet and application notes Datasheet Archive
April 13th, 2019 — Text
BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40
General Purpose Transistor
NPN Silicon COLLECTOR 3 1 1
VR REVERSE VOLTAGE VOLTS
Figure 5 Capacitances 100
BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40
SOT to Ambient Note 2

BC817 16 Datasheet PDF
Datasheet4U.com
March 28th, 2019 — BC817 16 SMD General Purpose Transistor Components datasheet pdf data sheet FREE from Datasheet4U.com Datasheet data sheet search for integrated circuits ic semiconductors and other electronic components such as resistors capacitors transistors and diodes

BC817 16 datasheet NPN General Purpose Transistor
April 25th, 2019 — Some Part number from the same manufacture Philips Semiconductors Acquired by
NXP BC817 16W BAT160 Series
Schottky Barrier Double Diodes BC817 25 BC817 NPN
General Purpose Transistor
Package SOT23 SST3 BC817 25
NPN General Purpose Transistor
collector Current Capability
ic 500 ma Collector emitter Voltage VCEO max 45 V
Applications General Purpose Switching And

Buy sot23 bc817 transistor and get free shipping on
March 31st, 2019 - H T krqin 100PCS BC817
BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40 Mark 6D 6A 6B 6C
SOT23 SOT 23 NPN Lushigher 100PCS 817 16
SOT SMD 6A BC817 16 SOT23 US 0 90 lot US 1
01 11 off 100 pieces lot 100pcs BC817 40 SOT23 BC817 SOT 6C NPN general purpose transistor new and original US 0 90 lot 100 pieces lot Free Shipping

BC817 16LT1 General Purpose Transistors TME March 25th, 2019 - BC817?16LT1 D BC817 16L SBC817 16L BC817 25L SBC817 25L BC817 40L SBC817 40L General Purpose Transistors NPN Silicon Features • S and NSV Prefixes for Automotive and Other Applications Requiring Unique Site and Control Change Requirements AEC?Q101 Qualified and PPAP Capable • These Devices are Pb?Free Halogen Free BFR Free and

BC817 SMD NPN Transistor TU Eshop com April 14th, 2019 — Description BC817 is a NPN Transistor in SMD Surface Mount SOT23 plastic package
that should be considered for use in design circuits requiring general purpose switching and amplification for high current low voltage signals

BC817 BC817W BC337 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose

April 28th, 2019 — NPN general purpose transistors

1 Also available in SOT54A and SOT54 variant packages

see Section 2 1 2 Features

High current Low voltage 1 3

Applications General purpose switching and amplification 1 4

Quick reference data 1
Pulse test tp ? 300 µs ? ? 0
02 BC817 BC817W BC337 45 V
500 mA NPN general purpose
transistors

SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT
April 22nd, 2019 - SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT are available at Mouser Electronics Mouser offers inventory pricing amp datasheets for SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT BC817 16Q 25Q 40Q Bipolar Transistors BJT 400V NPN High Volt 225mA 1A 100mA
Enlarge Bipolar Transistors BJT NPN GENERAL PURPOSE

BC817 16LT1 BC817 25LT1 BC817 40LT1 General Purpose

April 28th, 2019 - BC817?16LT D BC817 16LT1

BC817 25LT1 BC817 40LT1 General Purpose
Transistors NPN Silicon Features • Pb-Free Packages are Available

MAXIMUM RATINGS

Rating Symbol Value Unit
Collector-Emitter Voltage VCEO 45 V
Collector-Base Voltage VCBO 50 V
Emitter-Base Voltage VEBO 5.0 V
Collector Current ? Continuous IC 500 mA

BC817 16 Datasheet Equivalent Cross Reference Search
April 20th, 2019 - BC817 16 Transistor Equivalent Substitute Cross Reference

Search BC817 16 Datasheet PDF 1 1 lbc817

16dmt1g pdf Size 173K upd ?LESHAN RADIO
Dual General Purpose Transistors LBC817
40DMT1G NPN Duals S LBC817 16DMT1G • We
declare that the material of product
compliance with RoHS requirements

BC817 BC817W BC337 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose
April 20th, 2019 – 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose
transistors Rev 06 – 17
November 2009 Product data
sheet 1 Product profile 1 1
General description NPN
general purpose transistors
Table 1 Product overview
Type number Package PNP
complement NXP JEITA BC817
SOT23 BC807 BC817W SOT323 SC
70 BC807W BC337 1 SOT54 TO
April 23rd, 2019 — Abstract

bc817 6Bp transistor
bc817 6bp 6Cp transistor
bc818 marking 6ap

General Purpose Transistors bc818 marking code 6Cp
bc817 6Bp

Text No file text available OCR Scan PDF
BC817 BC818 BC807 BC808 BC817 BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40
transistor 6Cp 6Bp transistor
bc817 6bp 6Cp transistor marking 6ap

General Purpose Transistors bc818

Bc817—25—SMD—Transistors

Products amp Suppliers

April 28th, 2019 — Find

Bc817—25—SMD—Transistors

related suppliers

manufacturers products and
specifications on GlobalSpec
a trusted source of BC817 25 SMD Transistors information
BC817 BC818 BC817 16 BC818 25 BC817 40 Datasheet BC817 25 0 250W General Purpose NPN SMD Transistor Page 1
Semiconductor parts with 807 in root number 0 250W

Transistor BC817 16 Transistor BC817 16 Suppliers and

April 18th, 2019 - Alibaba.com offers 127 transistor BC817 16 products. About 9 of these are transistors. A wide variety of
transistor bc817 16 options are available to you such as bipolar junction transistor triode transistor and field effect transistor

BC817 datasheet 3 8 Pages PHILIPS NPN general purpose

April 21st, 2019 - 1999 Jun 013 Philips

SemiconductorsProduct specification NPN

general purpose transistor BC817 THERMAL
an FR4 printed circuit board

CHARACTERISTICS datasheet search datasheets

Datasheet search site for Electronic Components and Semiconductors integrated circuits diodes and other semiconductors

smd bc817 eBay

April 11th, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for smd bc817 Shop with confidence Skip to

main content eBay Logo 20 X BC817 25 NPN

SMD Transistor NXP See more like this 1x
BC817 25 General Purpose Audio Switch SMD Transistor SOT 23 See more like this

BC817 25 Datasheet PDF Alldatasheet
April 26th, 2019 - BC817 25 NPN general purpose transistor Transys Electronics
BC817 25 NPN SURFACE MOUNT SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTOR Siemens Semiconductor G BC817 25 NPN Silicon AF Transistors Diodes Incorporated BC817 25 NPN SURFACE MOUNT SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTOR KEC Korea Electronics BC817 25 EPITAXAIL PLANAR NPN TRANSISTOR for General Purpose

BC817 16LT1 SBC817 16L BC817 25L SBC817 25L BC817 40L
General Purpose Transistors NPN Silicon Features
AEC-Q101 Qualified and PPAP Capable • S Prefix for Automotive and Other Applications Requiring Unique Site and Control Change Requirements • These Devices are Pb-Free Halogen Free BFR Free and are

BC817 25 Datasheet Equivalent Cross Reference Search

April 2nd, 2019 - ?BC817 25QA BC817 40QA 45

V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors

Rev 1 - 3 September 2013 Product data sheet
Product profile 1 1 General description
500 mA NPN general purpose transistors in a leadless ultra small DFN1010D 3 SOT1215 Surface Mounted Device SMD plastic package with visible and solderable side pads Table 1

SMD General Purpose Transistor NPN BC817 16 BC817 25
April 27th, 2019 - Rev A CZ BC817 16 BC817 25 BC817 40 SMD General Purpose Transistor

NPN www taitroncomponents com Page 2 of 5

Electrical Characteristics T Ambient 25°C
BC817 NPN Small Signal SMD Transistor

April 18th, 2019 - BC817 BC817 Transistor

BC817 NPN Small Signal SMD Transistor buy

---

BC817

BC817 16LT1 General Purpose Transistors Mantech
April 16th, 2019
BC817?16LT D BC817 16LT1G
BC817 25LT1G BC817 40LT1G
General Purpose Transistors
NPN Silicon Features • These Devices are Pb-Free Halogen
| Collector → Emitter Voltage | VCEO | 45 V | Collector → Base Voltage | VCBO | 50 V | Emitter → Base Voltage | VEBO | 5.0 V |

**BC817 25QA 40QA 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors**

April 24th, 2019 - 1 1 General description

500 mA NPN general purpose transistors in a leadless ultra small DFN1010D 3 SOT1215

Surface Mounted Device SMD plastic package
with visible and solderable side pads Table 1 Product overview 1 2 Features and benefits General purpose transistor Two current gain selections Low package height of 0.37 mm

BC817 16 Bipolar BJT Single Transistor General Purpose
April 26th, 2019 – BC817 16 Bipolar BJT Single Transistor General Purpose NPN Free Shipping in India on Orders Above Rs 1000

Got It Read more Bipolar BJT Single
April 29th, 2019 — General description

500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
in a leadless ultra small DFN1010D3 SOT1215 Surface Mounted Device SMD plastic package with visible and solderable side pads

Features and benefits
Two current gain selections
Low package height of 0.37

45 V 500 MA NPN GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSISTORS

Datasheet PDF
mm AEC Q101 qualified

Applications

BC817 datasheet 2 8 Pages PHILIPS NPN general purpose
April 18th, 2019 - 1999 Jun 012Philips SemiconductorsProduct speciﬁcationNPN
general purpose transistorBC817FEATURES•

High current max 500 mA • Low voltage max
NPN general purpose transistor SMD
April 24th, 2019 - NPN general purpose transistor BC817 Fig 2 DC current gain typical values BC817 16 handbook full pagewidth 0 20 40 80 120 160 MBH721 10?1 1 hFE 10 10 IC mA 2 103 VCE 1 V Fig 3 DC current gain typical values BC817 25 handbook full pagewidth 0 500 100 200 300 400 MBH720 10?1 1 hFE 10 10 IC mA 2 103 VCE 1 V

BC817 NPN general purpose transistor EAH Jena
April 17th, 2019 - BC817 NPN general purpose transistor 2004 Jan 05 2 Philips Semiconductors Product
specification  NPN  general purpose transistor  BC817

FEATURES  • Collector current capability  IC  500 mA
• Collector–emitter voltage  VCEO  max  45V

APPLICATIONS
BC817 16 100  ?  250  BC817 25 160  ?  400

BC817 datasheet  NPN  General Purpose Transistor
April 26th, 2019  —  BC817 16
BC817  NPN  General Purpose Transistor  Package  SOT23
SST3  BC817 16  NPN  General Purpose Transistor  gt  gt  gt  gt
collector current capability  IC  500 mA  gt  gt  gt  gt  Collector
emitter Voltage VCEO max 45

Applications General Purpose
Switching And Amplification

BC817 16W BAT160 Series
Schottky Barrier Double Diodes

Product Detail BC817 16
Silicon Supplies Bare Die
March 20th, 2019 – The BC817 16 is a general purpose NPN amplifier suitable for AF Driver stages and low power output stages PNP complement is BC807 16 These high reliability transistors are suited for assembly on thick
amp thin film hybrid circuits with high mechanical quality amp Gold back metallization

45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
April 28th, 2019 — BC817 series 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
Rev 7 — 18 June 2018 Product data sheet 1 Product profile
1 1 General description NPN general purpose transistors in a small SOT23 Surface Mounted Device SMD

BC817 BC818 I 800 mA V 3050
April 12th, 2019 – 2 TA 25°C
unless otherwise specified –
TA 25°C wenn nicht anders
angegeben

3 Mounted on P C
board with 3 mm2 copper pad
at each terminal Montage auf
Leiterplatte mit 3 mm2
Lötpad je Anschluss

BC817 215 Bipolar BJT Single Transistor
General
April 1st, 2019 – gt gt BC817 215 from
NEXPERIA gt gt Specification Bipolar BJT

Single Transistor General Purpose NPN 45 V

100 MHz 250 mW 500 mA 100 hFE
BC817 16 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
April 28th, 2019 - BC817 16 NPN general purpose transistor in a small SOT23 TO 236AB Surface Mounted Device SMD plastic package Table 1 Product overview Type Number Package PNP complement Nexperia JEITA JEDEC BC817 SOT23 TO 236AB BC807 BC817 16 BC807 16 BC807 25 BC807 25 BC817 40 BC807 40

SMD General Purpose Transistor Taitron Components
April 23rd, 2019 - SMD General Purpose Transistors SMD Bipolar Transistors Part No Device Marking Code Polarity BC817 16 6D 8FA 45 1 00 100 250 1 100 0 70 500 100 10 1 100 0 0 25 100 100 10 SMD General Purpose Transistor fm Page 1 Tuesday May 17 2016 10 01 AM
April 29th, 2019 – September 2018

Order Number BC817?16LT1 D
BC817 16L SBC817 16L BC817
25L SBC817 25L BC817 40L
SBC817 40L General Purpose Transistors NPN Silicon
Features • S and NSV Prefixes for Automotive and Other Applications Requiring Unique Site and Control Change Requirements AEC?Q101 Qualified and PPAP Capable

General Purpose Transistors BC817 16LT1 NPN Silicon BC817

April 17th, 2019 – General Purpose Transistors NPN Silicon MAXIMUM RATINGS
Rating Symbol Value Unit IC 100 mA VCE 1 0 V BC817–16 BC817–25 BC817–40 Power dissipation for a surface mount device is determined by $T_J \max$ the maximum rated junction temperature

BC817 BC817W BC337 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose
April 3rd, 2019 – General purpose switching and amplification 1 4 Quick reference data Table 2 Quick reference data 1 Pulse test $t_p \ ? 300 \ ?s \ ? \ ? 0 \ 02 \ BC817 BC817W BC337 45 V 500 mA NPN general purpose transistors
Rev 06 – 17 November 2009 Product data sheet Type number Package PNP
SMD Transistors Technical Data - Futurlec
April 26th, 2019 - SMD Transistors Technical Data and Comparison Tables - Type Package NPN PNP Ic mA Pd mW Vce max Vcb max hfe Ic FT MHz Complement

SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT
April 28th, 2019 - SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT are
available at Mouser Electronics. Mouser offers inventory pricing and datasheets for SMD SMT SOT 23 3 Single NPN Bipolar Transistors BJT.

BC817 25 NXP Semiconductors BC81725 datasheet
April 12th, 2019 - NXP Semiconductors BC817 25 1 159 099 available from 10 distributors. Explore Discrete Semiconductors on Octopart, the fastest source for datasheets pricing specs and availability. Search the way you want - crystal 32 768 khz 10r 1 8w 0805 100NF 50V X7R - Octopart is now smarter than ever.